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Efficient simulations of the dynamics of open systems is of wide importance for quantum science and tech-
nology. Here, we introduce a generalization of the transfer-tensor, or discrete-time memory kernel, formalism to
multitime measurement scenarios. The transfer-tensor method sets out to compute the state of an open few-body
quantum system at long times, given that only short-time system trajectories are available. Here, we show that the
transfer-tensor method can be extended to processes which include multiple interrogations (e.g., measurements)
of the open system dynamics as it evolves, allowing us to propagate high-order short-time correlation functions
to later times, without further recourse to the underlying system-environment evolution. Our approach exploits
the process-tensor description of open quantum processes to represent and propagate the dynamics in terms of
an object from which any multitime correlation can be extracted. As an illustration of the utility of the method,
we study the buildup of system-environment correlations in the paradigmatic spin-boson model and compute
steady-state emission spectra, taking fully into account system-environment correlations present in the steady
state.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.102.052206

I. INTRODUCTION

Modeling the dynamical properties of open quantum
systems is an outstanding challenge in modern physics. Ap-
plications range from studying impurity dynamics in ultracold
quantum gases or strongly correlated materials [1–3], to mod-
eling emission properties of organic molecules or artificial
atoms [4,5]. While a plethora of techniques exists for the sim-
ulation of the time dependence of observables at a single point
in time [6,7], usually encoded in the time-dependent state of
an open system, there are relatively few that are aimed at
computing multitime correlation functions in full generality.
These correlation functions are critical to modeling spectral
responses, such as those measured in ultrafast spectroscopy
experiments [8,9], used to directly infer quantum dynamical
behavior in, for example, photosynthetic processes [10].

If the coupling between the system under study and its
surrounding environment is sufficiently weak, and the reor-
ganization timescale of the environment is sufficiently short,
that memory effects can be neglected, then multitime corre-
lations can be expressed in terms of two-time correlations
through the quantum regression theorem [11]. Under an ad-
ditional stationarity assumption, these two-time correlations
are themselves expressible in terms of single-time observable
evolution [6]. However, for more general non-Markovian dy-
namics, environment-mediated memory effects preclude such
simplifications, and correlations across multiple times are not
fully determined by those across fewer [12–14].

*matrj@fysik.dtu.dk
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Accurately computing these correlations typically requires
sophisticated numerical methods, such as those based on path
integrals [15,16] and quantum Monte Carlo [17,18], and other
methods that rely on simplifying details of the model in ques-
tion [19]. In many cases, these methods suffer from poor
convergence with system size, system-environment interac-
tion strength, and total simulation time. This limits the ability
to apply them to important processes involving large, complex
systems or where long-time dynamics is important.

For (single-time) state evolution, these kinds of scaling
difficulties can, in some cases, be mitigated with the aid of
a memory kernel [6,20,21], i.e., a mapping that quantifies how
a system’s past trajectory contributes to its future evolution.
Once this is determined, the system’s state can be propagated
in time with an efficiency that does not depend on the details
of the underlying system-environment dynamics [22]. This
is perhaps most clearly evident in the discrete-time mem-
ory kernel approach, known as the transfer-tensor method
(TTM) [23,24] (closely related to an earlier approach spe-
cific to the spin-boson model [25]). The TTM can be treated
as a black box, taking short-time non-Markovian dynamical
maps, computed using some other technique, as input and
self-consistently propagating them to arbitrarily long times.
It has been used to great success in simulating properties
of systems in contact with a bosonic bath [26,27]; however,
it is not directly applicable to the computation of multitime
correlations.

In this paper, we develop a generalization of the transfer-
tensor formalism to a scenario involving sequential mea-
surements of a non-Markovian open system as it evolves,
resulting in an efficient discrete-time memory kernel method
for the propagation of multitime correlation functions. In
contrast to previous multitime memory kernel methods, for
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which correlations between each set of operators require
a separate kernel [28], our approach utilizes the powerful
process-tensor formalism to encode all correlations of a given
order into a single positive operator [16,29]. As an illustra-
tion of the utility of our generalized method, we study the
buildup of system-environment correlations in the paradig-
matic spin-boson model and compute steady-state emission
spectra, taking into account system-environment correlations
present in the steady state.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the basic notions of open
quantum dynamics and multitime correlation functions. Of-
ten, one is interested in the probability distribution describing
observed outcomes in a sequential measurement scenario, and
we discuss how such a probability distribution can be conve-
niently expressed in terms of a process tensor [29]. Lastly, we
outline the standard transfer-tensor method as it applies to the
propagation of the system’s state.

A. Open dynamics and correlation functions

Here we are concerned with the simulation of a stochastic
process undergone by an open quantum system over the set
of discretized times {tn = nδt : n ∈ N}, where δt defines the
temporal resolution of the simulation.1 In a general quan-
tum stochastic process of the sort we consider here, an open
system (S) evolves along with its environment (E ), while si-
multaneously being monitored and manipulated by a putative
experimenter. Its dynamics therefore has two contributions:
the first is the dynamical evolution that the open system would
undergo between consecutive discrete times if it were not
externally perturbed, and the second is the influence of mea-
surements and other external interventions. Here, we imagine
that the latter are implemented sufficiently fast that they can
be considered instantaneous with respect to δt ; continuous
manipulations can be approximated in a controlled fashion by
reducing δt appropriately [16,30].

The free dynamical evolution of an open system can always
be modeled by considering that the joint SE dynamics can be
described by a time-evolution superoperator �t,s governed by
the Liouville–von Neumann equation,

∂t�t,s = Lt�t,s. (1)

The time evolution is generated by the Liouvillian superopera-
tor defined by Lt (•) ≡ −i[H (t ), •], where the Hamiltonian H
describes the system, the environment, and their interaction.
With the initial condition �s,s = I (the identity superopera-
tor), this has the formal solution �t,s = T←e

∫ t
s dr Lr , with T←

indicating time ordering of the following exponential. We will
henceforth specialize to the case where the SE Liouvillian is
time independent: Lt = L ∀t , such that, with respect to our

1For the purposes of the transfer-tensor method that we derive
in later sections, this resolution need not have any relation to the
intrinsic timescales of the process to be simulated. However, many
techniques for computing the initial dynamics rely on δt being suffi-
ciently small [7].

discrete time grid, we can write �n := �tn,0 = enδtL. In this
case, we have that

�n = enδtL(�0), (2)

where �n denotes the full system-environment state at time
tn, and the above equation relates this state to the full initial
state �0. Throughout, we focus on the scenario in which
the dynamics is generated by a time-independent Hamilto-
nian; however, the results we present can straightforwardly
be generalized to a periodically time-dependent Hamiltonian
following the approach of Pollock et al. [24]. Furthermore,
we work in units in which h̄ = 1, such that time is measured
in units of inverse energy.

It is often the case that we want to compute operator expec-
tation values or multitime correlation functions. Suppose that
the system has an observable represented by the Hermitian
operator A with spectral resolution A = ∑

k ak|ak〉〈ak|; then
the expectation value of the operator at time tn is given in the
Heisenberg picture by

〈A(tn)〉 = trSE [eitnH Ae−itnH�0]

=
∑

k

aktrSE [|ak〉〈ak|etnL(�0)]

=
∑

k

akP (ak, tn), (3)

where we have introduced P (ak, tn) as the probability of mea-
suring the value ak of the observable A at time tn. An operator
expectation value can be seen as a process in which the system
evolves up to a time tn and where an observable A is then
projectively measured. Suppose now that the system has a
second observable B = ∑

j b j |b j〉〈b j |; we can then consider
two-time correlation functions of the form

〈A(tn)B(tm)〉 =
∑

k j

akb jW (ak, tn; b j, tm), (4)

where in this case we have introduced the function W (notice
that this is not a probability distribution) by

W (ak, tn; b j, tm)

= trSE {|ak〉〈ak|e(tn−tm )L[|b j〉〈b j |etmL(�0)]}. (5)

Two-time correlation functions of this type do not correspond
directly to any realizable sequence of measurements and it
is not generally possible to establish a direct relation to an
underlying unique probability distribution (in general, you can
always write these in terms of a linear combination of proba-
bilities, albeit not from measurements in a single basis [31]).
In spite of this, correlation functions find wide application.
For our purposes, the crucial thing is that in both cases, the
function we want to compute can be expressed as the unitary
evolution on the joint system-environment space, punctuated
by an operation on the system.

The formalism developed below focuses on the case where
the implemented operations corresponds to generalized mea-
surements; this approach has the advantage that one can work
strictly with positive operators. The developed method, how-
ever, can equally well be applied to more general correlation
functions, such as the one considered above.
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B. General measurements and the process tensor

Generally, an instantaneous measurement on the open sys-
tem is represented mathematically by a completely positive
superoperator OS

xn
, which operates only on the system and not

on the environment. Here, the index xn labels the set of mea-
surement outcomes of the specific measurement implemented
at time tn. For a measurement implemented instantaneously,
the full state transforms as

�n;xn = OS
xn

⊗ IE (�n). (6)

In the remainder of the paper, we will for convenience not
explicitly write the identity map on the environment or the
superscript S on the system superoperator. Performing a mea-
surement is a nondeterministic operation, which means that
the resulting state is generally conditioned on the measure-
ment outcome (indicated by the subscript) and subnormalized
(we take this to be implied by the presence of the sub-
script). Throughout, we will keep to the operational language
in which the considered operations correspond to a gener-
alized measurement. However, the results we present can
straightforwardly accommodate superoperators representing
more abstract transformations useful in the computation of,
e.g., nonequilibrium Green functions.

Now, consider the statistics obtained by performing a
measurement at every discrete time step. The probability of
realizing a particular measurement record xn:0 = {xn, . . . , x0}
then takes the form

P (xn:0 ) = tr
[
Oxn eδtLOxn−1 · · · eδtLOx0 (�0)

]
. (7)

Notice that even though we are including a measurement at
each time step, we are not in the final analysis forced to
actually implement a measurement since the identity map
corresponds to a trivial measurement

Later, when we present our generalized transfer-tensor for-
malism, we will find it useful to note that the above probability
can be rewritten by means of the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomor-
phism [29]. Suppose that we have available a collection of
copies of our system. For reasons which will be clear shortly,
we semantically divide the set of copies into input systems
Rj and output systems S j . Given this collection of ancilla
systems, we introduce the process tensor in its many-body
Choi state representation [29],

ϒn:0 = trE
[
eδtLn · · · eδtL1

× (
�SnRn−1 ⊗ · · · �S1R0 ⊗ �S0E

)]
. (8)

Here, the Liouville operator L j operates on the output space
S j and the environment E , and furthermore �S0E denotes the
arbitrary initial state of the environment and output space S0.
In the above, �SR ≡ ∑d

a,b=1 |aa〉〈bb| denotes the unnormal-
ized maximally entangled state of ancillary systems S and R,
where d is the Hilbert space dimension. Although the above
constitutes the Choi state representation of the process tensor,
we will, for simplicity, refer to it as the process tensor through-
out. Furthermore, we define the Choi state of the measurement
sequence by

Oxn:0 = Oxn ⊗ I ⊗ Oxn−1 · · · ⊗ I ⊗ Ox0

× (
1Sn ⊗ �Rn−1Sn−1 ⊗ · · · �R0S0

)
, (9)

where Ox j operates on output space S j . Throughout, we will
refer to this simply as the measurement sequence. In terms
of the process tensor and the measurement sequence, we can
recast the probability of realizing the measurement record xn:0

in the form of a spatiotemporal Born rule [29],

P (xn:0 ) = tr
[
OT

xn:0
ϒn:0

]
, (10)

where the trace is over all input and output system spaces.
Given this expression for the probability, it is clear that the
process tensor constitutes a generalization of the open system
state to multitime measurement scenarios. Crucially for our
purposes here, the process tensor makes it possible to develop
a generalization of the transfer-tensor formalism without hav-
ing to deal with the complications of working with states
conditioned on particular measurement outcomes.

C. Transfer-tensor formalism for quantum state evolution

Lastly, we introduce the standard transfer-tensor for-
malism. Consider the simplest process in which temporal
correlations play a role, namely, that of a two-time measure-
ment. Such a process consists of an initial measurement (we
call this the preparation procedure) at time t0, followed by a
second measurement at a later time tn. In this case, the prob-
ability of realizing the process defined by the measurement
record {xn, x0} takes the form

P (xn, x0) = tr
[
Oxn enδtLOx0 (�0)

]
, (11)

where the maps are applied consecutively. To compute this
probability, we must generally solve the following simulation
problem: First the initial system-environment state must be
subjected to the preparation procedure, and then the resulting
conditional state must be evolved up to time step n according
to the Liouville–von Neumann equation. The statistics associ-
ated with the second measurement at time step n is then fully
characterized by the conditional open system state,

ρn;x0 = trE
[
enδtLOx0 (�0)

]
. (12)

Computing the open system state by simulating the evolution
of the full system-environment state generally constitutes a
highly inefficient computational task. For this reason, it is
desirable to develop a dynamical description of the process
exclusively within the open system subspace, which accounts
for the effects of the environment on the system dynamics, but
otherwise eliminates all information on the environment.

A first step towards such a reduced description can be taken
by pointing out that any given system-environment state can
be decomposed into an uncorrelated part and a correction
term. We take the uncorrelated part to be given by the tensor
product of the open system state and an environment reference
state τE , which we take to be independent of time. The correc-
tion term accounts for any system-environment correlations
and for any discrepancy between the reduced environment
state and the environment reference state. It then follows that
we can write the initial system-environment state as �0 =
ρ0 ⊗ τE + χ0, where χ0 is the correction term. Throughout
we will refer to the uncorrelated first term as the product-state
projection. If we substitute this decomposition into the right-
hand side of Eq. (12), then we find that the open system state
at time tn consists of a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous
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contribution:

ρn;x0 = En
(
ρ0;x0

) + Jn;x0 . (13)

The inhomogeneous term Jn;x0 accounts for the discrepancy
between the actual initial system-environment state and the
product-state projection. We will discuss the problem of ac-
counting for this term towards the end of this section. The
homogeneous contribution is expressed in terms of the dy-
namical map defined by

En(•) = trE [enδtL(• ⊗ τE )]. (14)

It relates the initial system state to the system state at a later
time, under the assumption that the initial system-environment
state is described by the product-state projection.

Among many possible definitions [32–35], the presence of
temporal correlations in the homogeneous open system dy-
namics can be related to a violation of the semigroup property
En = En

1 . A violation of this property implies that the dynam-
ical maps at different times must be computed individually,
which is computationally inefficient. Progress on this problem
can be made by noticing that the set of dynamical maps has an
equivalent representation as a set of transfer tensors [23]. The
transformation rule from one set to the other is the following
recursive relation:

Tn = En −
n−1∑
j=1

T jEn− j . (15)

The homogeneous open system dynamics can equivalently
be expressed either in terms of the dynamical maps or the
transfer tensors. In fact, the transfer tensors can be seen as the
discretized analog of the Nakajima-Zwanzig memory kernel
[23,24].

The feature of the transfer-tensor representation that makes
it interesting can be appreciated as follows: Notice that while
T1 = E1, the two-step transfer tensor represents the deviation
between the two-step dynamical map and the dynamical map
composed of consecutive applications of the one-step map
T2 = E2 − E1E1. Generally, the transfer tensor Tn encodes the
contribution to the dynamical map En from temporal correla-
tions in the dynamics extending for a time nδt . For an open
system dynamics which has a bounded memory time, we thus
expect that the contribution from the transfer tensor Tn to the
open system dynamics should approach zero as n increases. If
this is approximately the case, then the recursive relation given
by Eq. (15) can be used to iteratively construct approximate
dynamical maps extending over arbitrarily long times, given
only a finite set of transfer tensors. We postpone a discussion
of the approximation error to the next section, where it can
be approached for the multitime case. Before proceeding, we
point out that the transfer-tensor representation does not free
us from having to construct the set of dynamical maps up to a
time comparable to the correlation time of the environment.
Rather, it provides an efficient representation of the infor-
mation contained in the constructed maps and allows us to
efficiently obtain dynamical maps extending over longer times
than initially simulated, if the open system dynamics is finitely
correlated in time.

Lastly, we must return to the inhomogeneous term. The
problem of accounting for a nonzero inhomogeneous term

has been discussed by Buser et al. [27], who proposed the
following strategy: (i) The dynamical maps are generated
from a simulation method of choice, and the transfer tensor is
reconstructed. (ii) The reduced state corresponding to corre-
lated initial conditions is simulated using a numerical method
capable of dealing with correlated initial conditions. (iii) The
inhomogeneous term is inferred by looking at the difference
between the simulated open system state and the homoge-
neous contribution. If it is found that the inhomogeneous term
vanishes at sufficiently long times, then the long-time behav-
ior can be studied exclusively in terms of the homogeneous
contribution.

III. MULTITIME MEASUREMENTS

In the last section, we discussed the standard transfer-
tensor method for quantum state evolution and described
how the process tensor is the natural generalization of the
quantum state to multitime measurement scenarios. In this
section, we make use of the process tensor to construct a
generalized transfer-tensor formalism, which is applicable not
only to quantum state evolution, but to any multimeasurement
process. In addition, we analyze the error growth associated
with implementing a memory time cutof and provide an upper
bound on the error.

A. Multitime transfer tensors

Similarly to the two-time measurement case, we write the
initial system-environment state as the sum of a product-state
projection and a correction term. The process tensor then
decomposes into a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous con-
tribution,

ϒn:0 = En:0 ⊗ ρ0 + Jn:0. (16)

The inhomogeneous term Jn:0 accounts for any differences
between the actual initial system-environment state and the
product-state projection. The homogeneous term is given by
the tensor product of the initial system state and the dynamical
tensor defined by

En:k ≡ trE
[
eδtLn eδtLn−1 · · · eδtLk+1

× (
�SnRn−1 ⊗ · · ·�Sk+1Rk ⊗ τE

)]
. (17)

The dynamical tensor provides the multitime generalization of
the dynamical maps introduced for the two-time measurement
[see Eq. (14)] and, conceptually, we can think of the dynam-
ical tensor as the Choi state representation of a sequence of
correlated dynamical maps on the open system space (see
Fig. 1).

We now derive a generalized transfer-tensor representation
of the dynamical tensor by adapting the approach developed
for the two-time transfer-tensor formalism by Pollock et al.
[24]. First, we define the following projection superoperator
acting on the dynamical tensor:2

P jEn:k ≡ En: j ⊗ E j:k for k < j <n, (18)

2Notice that due to the causal nature of the dynamical tensor, one
can obtain E j:k from En:k by taking the trace over all input and output
spaces from time step n down to the output space at time step j.
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FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the relation between the multitime
dynamical maps and the transfer tensors. The transfer tensors de-
compose the dynamical maps into elements encoding memory effects
across a specific timescale. The generalized approach includes trans-
fer tensors propagating memory effects across an implemented
measurement. The holes with input and output arrows signify a time
step at which an operator might act on the system, in the case where
the implemented operator is an identity (e.g., at time t1); this is
represented by the absence of a hole. Multiple subscripts under the
dynamical map symbol indicate the times at which a nonidentity
manipulation acts on the system.

and its complement Q j ≡ I − P j . These projection operators
are analogous to the standard Nakajima-Zwanzig projectors
[6]; notice, however, that they are defined directly on the
dynamical tensor and not on the underlying SE dynamics.3

Making use of the identity, we can iteratively decompose the
dynamical tensor as

En:k = {Pn−1 + Qn−1[Pn−2 + Qn−2(. . . )]}En:k

=
n−1∑

j=k+1

Tn: j ⊗ E j:k + Tn:k,
(19)

where we have introduced the set of generalized transfer ten-
sors Tn:k . It is straightforward to show that these are related to
the dynamical tensor by the recursive relation

Tn:k = Qn−1 · · ·Qk+1En:k

= En:k −
n−1∑

j=k+1

Tn: j ⊗ E j:k .
(20)

3In the dilated or underlying picture, the action of the projection
operators can be equivalently represented by the usual Nakajima-
Zwanzig projectors.

Notice that similarly to the standard case, we have, for the
one-step transfer tensor, T1:0 = E1:0, while we have, for the
two-step transfer tensor, T2:0 = E2:0 − E2:1 ⊗ E1:0. Generally,
the transfer tensor Tn:0 quantifies the contribution to the dy-
namical tensor En:0 from temporal correlations extending for
a time duration nδt . In contrast to the standard case, however,
the formulation here allows for experimental interventions at
all intermediate times.

B. Long-time propagation and error growth

Now suppose that a simulation of the dynamical tensor
En:0 can be performed up to a time step l . Then, using the
above recursive relation, we can iteratively reconstruct the
set of transfer tensors Tl:k for all k < l . This is possible
since the open evolution under study is generated by a time-
independent Hamiltonian, which implies that the dynamical
tensors En:k and, consequently, the transfer tensors become
translation invariant in the sense that En:k and En−k:0 are equiv-
alent up to a translation of the system input-output spaces on
which they are defined. For a dynamics finitely correlated in
time, we expect that the transfer tensors describing temporal
correlations extending for longer than the environment corre-
lation time will contribute negligibly to the dynamics of the
system. If we assume that the time step l is sufficiently large
in this sense, then, to a good approximation, the homogeneous
process can be modeled by the set of truncated dynamical
maps,

E (l )
n:0 =

l∑
k=1

Tn:n−k ⊗ E (l )
n−k:0 for n > l. (21)

The crucial thing here is that given only the initially simulated
set of dynamical tensors and the reconstructed set of transfer
tensors, we can compute approximate dynamical tensors ex-
tending over longer times than that initially simulated.

To quantify the error induced by truncating the transfer-
tensor expansion, we use the Frobenius norm of the difference
between the exact and the reconstructed dynamical tensor.
Writing out the individual terms in the difference, and mak-
ing use of the triangle inequality and the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality, we straightforwardly find that the error is upper
bounded as

∥∥En:0 − E (l )
n:0

∥∥
F �

n∑
k=l+1

(n + 1 − k)‖Tk:0‖F . (22)

If we take it as a condition for the TTM to be applicable that
the transfer-tensor norm is monotonically decreasing for times
longer than the imposed memory cutoff, then the error growth
is, in the worst case, quadratic, with a proportionality constant
given by the leading transfer-tensor norm ‖Tl+1:0‖F . In many
cases, this error growth is sufficiently slow to enable accurate
predictions of the system steady state.

C. Generating closed dynamical relations

We now show how the standard transfer-tensor formalism
can be recovered from the general formulas. First we consider
a measurement sequence consisting of a measurement at time
t0 and one again at time tn. All other measurements are taken
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to be identity maps, that is, Ox j = I for all j except j = 0
and j = n. Then, we can take the trace in Eq. (10) over all
intermediate output-input spaces, except for output space Sn

and the input-output space R0S0. In carrying out the trace, we
are projecting an output-input space RjS j of the process tensor
onto a maximally entangled state �Rj S j . From Eq. (16), this
results in the two-time process tensor

ϒn,0 = En,0 ⊗ ρ0 + Jn,0, (23)

where the inhomogeneous terms are obtained from Jn:0 by
projections at intermediate times. The homogeneous contri-
bution is in this case given in terms of the two-time dynamical
tensor obtained by subjecting Eq. (17) to the projection pro-
cedure,

En,k = trE
[
e(n−k)δtLn

(
�SnRk ⊗ τE

)]
. (24)

The equivalent two-time transfer-tensor representation is ob-
tained by subjecting the general relation given by Eq. (20)
to the same projection onto maximally entangled states of
intermediary output-input spaces,

Tn,m = En,m −
n−1∑

k=m+1

Tn,k ∗ Ek,m. (25)

For convenience, we have introduced the star notation to de-
note the projection of the intermediate boundary output-input
space,

Tn,k ∗ Ek,m ≡ trRkSk

[
�RkSk

(
Tn,k ⊗ Ek,m

)]
. (26)

The above results show that in considering the two-time mea-
surement, we recover the standard transfer-tensor formalism
with the trivial difference that instead of relations involving
compositions of superoperators, we have a projection of the
intermediate output-input space as a consequence of working
within the Choi state representation.

In addition to recovering the standard two-time measure-
ment results, the generalized formalism makes it possible
to study three-time measurement statistics. We consider a
measurement sequence consisting of an initial measurement
at time t0 followed by a measurement at time tm and, one
again later, at time tn. All other measurements are taken to
be identity maps. Then, we take the trace in Eq. (10) over
all output-input spaces except for R0S0, RmSm, and Sn. Taking
the trace corresponds to projecting intermediate output-input
spaces onto maximally entangled states, and similarly to
above this results in the three-time process tensor

ϒn,m,0 = En,m,0 ⊗ ρ0 + Jn,m,0, (27)

where the inhomogeneous terms are obtained from Jn:0 by
projections at all intermediate times except for time tm. The
homogeneous term is expressed in terms of the three-time
dynamical tensor obtained by subjecting Eq. (17) to the pro-
jection procedure,

En,m,k = trE
[
e(n−m)δtLn e(m−k)δtLm

× (
�SnRm ⊗ �SmRk ⊗ τE

)]
. (28)

Furthermore, by subjecting Eq. (20) to the projection proce-
dure, it follows that the three-time dynamical tensor has the

following transfer-tensor representation:

Tn,m,k = En,m,k −
m−1∑

j=k+1

Tn,m, j ∗ E j,k

− Tn,m ⊗ Em,k −
n−1∑

j=m+1

Tn, j ∗ E j,m,k . (29)

Notice that we obtain a closed dynamical relation, in the sense
that the three-time dynamical tensors can be decomposed into
contributions from the two-time dynamical tensors, the two-
time transfer tensors, and the three-time transfer tensors. The
relation between the transfer tensors and the dynamical tensor
is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Furthermore, the three-time transfer tensors have the fea-
ture that if we want to compute steady-state two-point
correlation functions, we can simply specify a sufficiently
large value of m in the above equation. The equation is closed
in the sense that the three-time transfer tensors and the three-
time dynamical maps need not be computed for any other
value of m. This makes it possible to compute steady-state
correlation functions by first propagating the system into the
steady state by a two-time transfer-tensor propagation for a
sufficiently long time. Then an operation is performed on the
system (or an arbitrary operator is implemented). Following
the operation, the system can be further propagated using
the two- and three-time transfer tensors. Crucially, this can
be done while taking full account of the system-environment
correlations present in the steady state. When such calcula-
tions are performed, the quantum regression theorem is often
applied [6], which corresponds to discarding the three-time
transfer tensors.

Lastly, we mention the flexibility inherent in the transfer-
tensor method in choosing a suitable temporal resolution. That
is, even though we generate dynamical maps over a temporal
grid with resolution δt , we can define the transfer tensors with
respect to a coarser grid, i.e., sδt for s some positive integer,
without increasing the overall simulation error. This means
that we can tailor the transfer-tensor decomposition to any
desired temporal resolution of the system dynamics. If the
desired resolution has the feature that the dynamics is well
captured by the single leading transfer tensor, then we recover
a Markovian description of the process.

IV. APPLICATION TO THE SPIN-BOSON MODEL

In this section, we turn to an explicit application of the
methods developed above to the paradigmatic spin-boson
model [6]. First we apply the generalized transfer-tensor
method to study the steady-state emission spectra and inves-
tigate the effects of system-environment correlations present
in the steady state. We then make use of the fact that we
are computing the process tensor to operationally quantify the
non-Markovianity of the process [34] and study the dynamical
buildup of system-environment correlations.

A. Steady-state emission spectra

For concreteness, we consider a spin-boson-type model
with a single two-level system interacting with a bosonic
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environment. This system is characterized by the Hamiltonian

H = ε

2
σx + σz

∑
j

g j (a j + a†
j ) +

∑
j

ω ja
†
j a j, (30)

where σx, σy, σz are Pauli spin operators, ε is the energy split-
ting of the two-level system, g j is a coupling coefficient, and
a†

j , a j are bosonic creation and annihilation operators of an
environment mode with energy ω j . The effects of the bosonic
environment on the spin dynamics is fully characterized by
the spectral density J (ω) = αωc(ω/ωc)se−ω/ωc , where α is the
coupling strength, ωc is the bath cutoff frequency, and s is the
Ohmicity. Two-, three-, and multitime dynamical maps can be
efficiently simulated for this model using the TEMPO algorithm
and its multitime generalization [16,36]. The reference state of
the environment is taken to be the thermal state with thermal
energy kBT , where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.

In many cases, we are interested in studying second-order
correlation functions. This is the case when, for example,
studying absorption and emission spectra of quantum systems.
In particular, we can consider the steady-state emission spec-
trum given by [13]

S(ω) = Re

{∫ ∞

0
dτ [g(1)(τ ) − g(1)(∞)]e−iωτ

}
, (31)

defined in terms of the two-point correlation function
g(1)(τ ) = limt→∞ 〈σ+(t + τ )σ−(t )〉. The two-point correla-
tion function is defined in terms of the raising and lowering
operators on the spin system, σ± = 1

2 (σx ± iσy). We can com-
pute this function within our three-time measurement scenario
by implementing the raising and lowering operators in the
place of measurement operators.

In Fig. 2(a), we show the steady-state phonon emis-
sion spectrum for the spin-boson model computed using
the generalized transfer-tensor approach. The spectrum has
been calculated both with (black lines) and without (colored
lines) including the three-time transfer tensors propagating
correlations across the implemented lowering operator. This
corresponds to using an approximate set of transfer tensors,
computed via

T reg
n,m,k = En,m,k − Tn,m ⊗ Em,k

−
n−1∑

j=m+1

Tn, j ∗ E j,m,k .
(32)

This is equivalent to the quantum regression theorem ap-
proach [6], in which it is assumed that no correlations are
carried across an implemented operation. In Fig. 2(a), we
show the computed spectra for three different memory cutoff
times τ ; at τ = 2ε−1, the spectrum was converged, such that
the black line in this case gives the exact spectrum.

In contrast to previous methods, the multitime transfer-
tensor approach applied here is able to fully account for
steady-state system-environment correlations. This is done
without the need to consider inhomogeneous contributions
to the dynamics, as the three-time transfer tensors makes
it possible to homogeneously propagate the state across an
implemented operation. From the figure, we observe that
these steady-state correlations play an important role in the
emission spectrum; in particular we see that inclusion of the

FIG. 2. (a) Steady-state phonon emission spectrum for the
Ohmic spin-boson model computed using the generalized transfer-
tensor method. The parameters used are α = 0.3, δt = 0.1ε−1,
kBT = 0.1ε, and ωc = 10ε. The plot shows the spectra obtained
both when including three-time transfer tensors in the propagation
(solid lines) and the Markovian result obtained when these terms
are neglected (dotted lines). The time τ denotes the cutoff time
used for the transfer-tensor propagation; for τ = 0.6ε−1, the curve is
offset by 0.3, and for τ = 2ε−1, by 0.6. (b) Relative entropy measure
of non-Markovianity. (c) Frobenius norm of the two-point transfer
tensors. Notice the increase of the transfer-tensor norm at long times.
This effect has also been observed for simulations combining the
TTM method with the Time Evolving Density operator with Or-
thogonal Polynomials (TEDOPA) method [26], where it signifies a
back reflection of excitations emitted into the environment due to
finite-size effects. For the case considered here, the transfer-tensor
method allows us to remove finite-size effects by simply neglecting
these transfer tensors.

three-time transfer tensors tends to suppress the negative-
frequency part of the spectrum.

B. Quantifying non-Markovianity

Following the operational approach introduced by Pollock
et al. [34], we define the submanifold of the process tensor
Choi states, which can be expressed as product states, as
Markovian processes. This class of processes represents the
case where no correlations can be carried across an imple-
mented operation. Having defined the Markov process, we can
define a measure of non-Markovianity N . We do this using the
quantum relative entropy, which, for the three-time process
tensor, gives

Nn,m,0 = tr
[
ϒn,m,0

(
ln ϒn,m,0 − ln ϒmarkov

n,m,0

)]
. (33)

Here, the Markovian process is given by ϒmarkov
n,m,0 = En,m ⊗

Em,0 ⊗ ρ0. Measuring non-Markovianity as a relative entropy
has a clear operational significance as a hypothesis testing pro-
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cedure. That is, how likely we are to confuse the Markovian
process tensor for the non-Markovian process tensor given λ

repetitions of the process. The probability of confusing the
Markovian and non-Markovian process tensors is given by
Pn,m,0 = exp (−λNn,m,0), such that a larger relative entropy
gives a smaller likelihood of confusing the two processes [34].

In Fig. 2(b), we show the relative entropy computed for
the Ohmic spin-boson model. Starting from an initial product
state, we see how system-environment correlations are signif-
icant at short times following an intermediate measurement.
At longer times, the system-environment correlations present
at the time of the intermediate measurement become negli-
gible. This means that if we are interested in processes in
which two implemented measurements do not occur to close
together in time, then a Markovian description of the process
is adequate. In the specific case of Fig. 2(b), we see that
any non-Markovian effects are negligible when the second
measurement is implemented at times greater than roughly
4ε−1 after the first measurement.

V. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have presented a generalization of the
transfer-tensor formalism to include multitime measurement
scenarios. The generalization was naturally formulated within

the process-tensor framework. We applied our method to
the problem of computing steady-state phonon emission
spectra for the spin-boson model. This problem has been ad-
dressed before; our approach takes full account of steady-state
correlations without the need to compute inhomogeneous
terms. Furthermore, we could study the buildup of system-
environment correlations during the dynamical evolution by
looking at the relative entropy measure of non-Markovianity.

In the future, it would be interesting to investigate whether
an operational non-Markovianity measure could be related
directly to the transfer-tensor truncation error. Perhaps, this
would make it possible to give notions such as memory
strength and process recoverability [37] a direct practical
relevance as quantifiers of errors in the simulation of open
quantum system dynamics. In addition, the methods presented
here are likely to find many interesting applications. As an
example, we mention the study of emission and absorption
spectra of organic and inorganic semiconductors, where one
could directly look at the effects of non-Markovianity, coher-
ence, and temperature dependence.
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